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Are Your Weaknesses Your Real Leadership Strengths?
By: Reginald Winston is CEO of R. J. Winston Consulting

Perfection. That’s what we all yearn for: in business, in our personal lives, in the world
around us. Raise your hand if you have never had a sleepless night because the next
day you had to admit that you made a mistake, needed assistance, or had a lack of
skills in some professional area. What’s the take away we are all bombarded with on a
daily basis? NEVER ADMIT TO A WEAKNESS!
But the reality is great leaders not only admit to their weaknesses, they embrace
them. Jessica Stillman (a frequent contributor to Inc.com) summed it up eloquently in
June 2016 Inc.com article: “Experts to Business Leaders: Get a Coach Already” (Read
the full article). So, which one are you: the leader who stagnates and never reaches
their true potential out of ego & fear; OR are you a GREAT LEADER who excels on the
strengths of their weaknesses? If you would like to learn more how you can benefit
from Executive Coaching, contact us today and schedule a complimentary
consultation,
“Leadership & learning are indispensable to each other”
John F. Kennedy
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